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The motivation for this artile is the fat that the ombinatorial parametersused in Mahine Learning literature were also used to takle problems in ConvexGeometry [13℄.Our original aim was to study a new ombinatorial parameter whih would besuitable for the analysis of onvex bodies in Rn , but our methods yield improvedentropy bounds in terms of the fat-shattering dimension as well.All the results presented here are based on new entropy estimates for subsetsof the unit ube in Rn , whih is denoted by Bn1. For example, we show that ifK � Bn1 is onvex, then its ontrolled by its generalized Vapnik-Chervonenkisdimension. This parameter, denoted by VC(A; t), is de�ned for every 0 < t < 1 asthe maximal size of a subset � of f1; : : : ; ng, suh that the oordinate projetionof K onto R� ontains a oordinate ube of the form x + [0; t℄�. This notionarries over to onvexity the \lassial" onept of the VC dimension, denotedby VC(A), and de�ned for subsets A of the disrete ube f0; 1gn as the maximalsize of the subset � of f1; : : : ; ng suh that P�A = f0; 1g�, where P� is theoordinate projetion onto the oordinates in � (see [8℄ x14.3).To see how this relates to funtion lasses, assume that F onsists of fun-tions whih are all bounded by 1. For every sample sn = fx1; :::; xng let �n =n�1Pni=1 Æxi , where Æx is the point evaluation funtional at x. Set F=sn =��f(xi)�ni=1��f 2 F	 and note that F=sn � Bn1. One an see that the Lp(�n)overing numbers of F at sale t are simply the number of translates of tn1=pBnpneeded to over F=sn, where Bnp = f(ai)ni=1jPni=1 jaijp � 1g. Thus, by investi-gating the struture of the sets F=sn, the problem of estimating the empirialentropy numbers is redued to the analysis of the entropy of subsets of Bn1.If K is a onvex body then a volumetri bound on the entropy shows thatlogN(K;n1=pBnp ; t) � log(5=t) � n:One question is whether it is possible to replae the dimension n on the right-hand side of this estimate by the VC dimension VC(K; t), whih is generallysmaller? This is perfetly true for the Boolean ube: the known theorem ofR. Dudley that lead to a haraterization of the uniform entral limit propertyin the Boolean ase states that if A � f0; 1gn thenlogN(A; n1=2Bn2 ; t) � C log(2=t) �VC(A):This estimate follows by a random hoie of oordinates and an appliation ofthe Sauer-Shelah Lemma (see [8℄ Theorem 14.12). The same problem for onvexbodies is onsiderably more diÆult, sine in that ase, one needs to �nd a ubein P�K with well separated faes, not merely disjoint. The same diÆulty oursin the ase of lasses of real-valued funtions. We prove the following theorem.Theorem 1. There are absolute onstants C;  > 0 suh that for every onvexbody K � Bn1, every 1 � p <1 and any 0 < t < 1,logN(K;n1=pBnp ; t) � Cp2v log2(2=t); (1)



and logN(K;Bn1; t) � Cv log2� ntv �; (2)where v = VC(K; t).Observe that (2) is best omplemented by the lower bound logN(K;Bn1; t) �VC(K; t), for some absolute onstant  > 0, whih follows from the de�nitionof the generalized VC dimension and a omparison of volumes.A very similar theorem an be formulated for general subsets of the unitube, whih leads to this next result regarding funtion lasses.Theorem 2. There are absolute onstants  and C suh that for every 0 < t <1, every 1 � p <1 and every empirial measure �n,logN(F;Lp(�n); t) � Cp2v log2(2=t) (3)and logN(F;L1(sn); t) � Cv log2� ntv �; (4)where v = fatt(F ) and sn is the sample on whih �n is supported.The main di�erene between (3) and (4) is that the �rst is dimension free, in thesense that is does not depend on the ardinality of the set on whih the sampleis supported. Note that (3) is linear in the fat-shattering dimension. One analso show that both these bounds are optimal up to the power of the logarithmifator. For example, a volumetri bound show that for (3) one needs at least afator of log(2=t).These two theorems show that the k�k1-entropy of a subset of Bn1 is governedby the appropriate ombinatorial parameter, up to a logarithmi fator in 1=t.The other main result we present, deals with estimating the gaussian aver-ages assoiated with a lass of funtions. Given a lass F and a sample sn =fx1; :::; xng, let E(sn) = E supf2F jPni=1 gif(xi)j, where (gi)ni=1 are independentstandard gaussian random variables.There are many results whih show that the gaussian averages (and likewise,the Rademaher averages) play an important part in the quest for generalizationbounds [10, 11℄, hene their importane in the Mahine Learning ontext.It is easy to see that E(sn) = E supf2F j
f=sn;Pni=1 giei�j, where f=sn =�f(x1); :::f(xn)� and (ei)ni=1 is the standard basis in the n-dimensional innerprodut spae `n2 .This naturally leads to the use of the polar of a subset of `n2 ; if F is a boundedsubset of `n2 , let the polar of F be F Æ = fx 2 `n2 j supf2F j
f; x�j � 1g. Let Kbe the symmetri onvex hull of F . As a onvex and symmetri set, it is theunit ball of a norm denoted by k kK . It is easy to see that F Æ is the unit ballof the norm dual to k kK , and for every x 2 Rn , kxkFÆ = supf2F 
f; x�. Thus,E(sn) = EkPni=1 gieik(F=sn)Æ .We shall present bounds on E = EPni=1 gieiFÆ for arbitrary subsets F �Bn1 in terms of their generalized VC dimension or their fat-shattering dimension.



Both are relatively easy one we know (1) or (3). Indeed, replaing the en-tropy by the VC dimension in Dudley's entropy inequality it follows that thereare absolute onstants C and  suh thatE � C Z 1E=pnqlogN(K;Bn2 ; t) dt � Cpn Z 1E=npVC(K; t) log(2=t) dt: (5)and E(sn) � Cpn Z �F (sn)E(sn)=npfatt(F ) log(2=t) dt; (6)where �2F (sn) = supf2F n�1Pni=1 f2(xi).Inequality (5) improves the main theorem of M. Talagrand in [15℄.An additional appliation whih follows from (3) is that if F is a lass of uni-formly bounded funtions whih has a relatively small fat-shattering dimension,then it satis�es the uniform entral limit theorem. This extends Dudley's har-aterization for VC lasses to the real-valued ase.The paper is organized as follows; in Setion 2 we prove the bound for the Bnp -entropy in abstrat �nite produt spaes, and then derive (1) by approximation.In Setion 3 we apply (1) to prove (3) and obtain the uniform CLT result. InSetion 4 we obtain the bounds on the gaussian omplexities of a lass. Finally,in Setion 5 we prove (2) for the Bn1-entropy by reduing it to (1) through anindependent lemma that ompares the Bnp -entropy to the Bn1-entropy.Throughout this artile, positive absolute onstants are denoted by C and .Their values may hange from line to line, or even within the same line.2 Bnp -entropy in abstrat produt spaesWe will introdue and work with the notion of the VC dimension in an abstratsetting that enompasses the lasses onsidered in the introdution.We all a map d : T �T ! R+ a quasi-metri if d is symmetri and reexive(that is, 8x; y, d(x; y) = d(y; x) and d(x; x) = 0). We say that points x and y inT are separated if d(x; y) > 0. Thus, d does not neessarily separate points orsatisfy the triangle inequality.De�nition 1. Let (T; d) be a quasi-metri spae and let n be a positive inte-ger. For a set A � Tn and t > 0, the VC-dimension VC(A; t) is the maximalardinality of a subset � � f1; : : : ; ng suh that the inlusionP�A �Yi2�fai; big (7)holds for some points ai; bi 2 T , i 2 � with d(ai; bi) � Æ. If no suh � exists,we set VC(A; t) = 0. When there is a need to speify the underlying metri, wedenote the VC dimension by VCd(A; t).



Sine VC(A; t) is dereasing in t and is bounded by n, whih is the \usual"dimension of the produt spae, the limit VC(A) := limt!0+ VC(A; t) alwaysexists. Equivalently, VC(A) is the maximal ardinality of a subset � � f1; : : : ; ngsuh that (7) holds for some pairs (ai; bi) of separated points in T .This de�nition is an extension of the \lassial" VC dimension for subsets ofthe disrete ube f0; 1gn, where we think of f0; 1g as a metri spae with the 0�1metri. Clearly, for any set A � f0; 1gn the quantity VC(A; t) does not dependon 0 < t < 1, and hene VC(A) = maxnj�j : � � f1; : : : ; ng; P�A = f0; 1g�o,whih is preisely the \lassial" de�nition of the VC dimension.The other example disussed in the introdution was the VC dimension ofonvex bodies. Here T = R or, more frequently, T = [�1; 1℄, both with respetto the usual metri. If K � Tn is a onvex body, then VC(K; t) is the maximalardinality of a subset � � f1; : : : ; ng for whih the inlusion P�K � x+(t=2)B�1holds for some vetor x 2 R� (whih automatially lies in P�K). It is easy tosee that if K is symmetri, we an set x = 0. Also note that for every onvexbody VC(K) = n.The generalized VC dimension may be ontrolled by the fat-shattering di-mension, in the following sense. Assume that F is a subset of the unit ball inL1(
), whih is denoted by B�L1(
)�. Let sn = fx1; :::; xng be a subset of
 and set F=sn = ��f(x1); :::; f(xn)���f 2 F	 � Rn . If VC(F=sn; t) = m, thereis a subset � � f1; :::; ng of ardinality m suh that P�F=sn � Qi2�fai; bigwhere jbi � aij � t. By seleting s(xi) = (bi + ai)=2 as the witness to theshattering (see [2℄), it is lear that (xi)i2� is t=2-shattered by F , and thusV C(F=sn; t) � fatt=2(F ):The main results of this artile rely on (and are easily redued to) a disreteproblem: to estimate the generalized VC-dimension of a set in a produt spaeTn, where (T; d) is a �nite quasi-metri spae. Tn is usually endowed with thenormalized Hamming quasi-metri dn(x; y) = n�1Pni=1 d(x(i); y(i)) for x; y 2Tn.In this setion we bound the entropy of a set A � Tn with respet to dn interms of VC(A).Theorem 3. Let (T; d) be a �nite quasi-metri spae with diam(T ) � 1, andset n to be a positive integer. Then, for every set A � Tn and every 0 < " < 1,logN(A; dn; ") � C log2(jT j=") � VC(A);where C is an absolute onstant.Before presenting the proof, let us make two standard observations. We saythat points x; y 2 Tn are separated on the oordinate i0 if x(i0) and y(i0) areseparated. Points x and y are alled "-separated if dn(x; y) � ".Clearly, if A0 is a maximal "-separated subset of A then jA0j � N(A; dn; ").Moreover, the de�nition of dn and the fat that diam(T ) � 1 imply that everytwo distint points in A0 are separated on at least "n oordinates. This showsthat Theorem 3 may be redued to the following statement.



Theorem 4. Let (T; d) be a quasi-metri spae for whih diam(T ) � 1. Let0 < " < 1 and onsider a set A � Tn suh that every two distint points in Aare separated on at least "n oordinates. Thenlog jAj � C log2(jT j=") �VC(A): (8)The �rst step in the proof of Theorem 4 is a probabilisti extration priniple,whih allows one to redue the number of oordinates without hanging theseparation assumption by muh. Its proof is based on a simple disrepany boundfor a set system.Lemma 1. There exists an absolute onstant  > 0 for whih the followingholds. Let " > 0 and assume that S is a system of subsets of f1; : : : ; ng whihsatis�es that eah S 2 S ontains at least "n elements. Let k � n be an integersuh that log jSj � "k. Then there exists a subset I � f1; : : : ; ng of ardinalityjI j = k, suh that jI \ Sj � "k=4 for all S 2 S:Proof. If jSj = 1 the lemma is trivially true, hene we may assume thatjSj � 2. Let 0 < Æ < 1=2 and set Æ1; : : : ; Æn to be f0; 1g-valued independentrandom variables with EÆi = Æ for all i. By the lassial bounds on the tails ofthe binomial law (see [7℄, or [8℄ 6.3 for more general inequalities), there is anabsolute onstant 0 > 0 for whihPn�� nXi=1(Æi � Æ)�� > 12Æno � 2 exp(�0Æn): (9)Let Æ = k=2n and onsider the random set I = fi : Æi = 1g. For any setB � f1; : : : ; ng, jI \ Bj =Pi2B Æi. Then (9) implies thatPfjI \ Bj � ÆjBj=2g � 1� 2 exp(�0ÆjBj):Sine for every S 2 S, jSj > "n, then PfjI \ Sj � "k=4g � 1� 2 exp(�0"k=2):Therefore, P�8S 2 S; jI \ Sj � "k=4	 � 1 � 2jSj exp(�0"k=2): By the as-sumption on k, this quantity is larger than 1=2 (with an appropriately hosenabsolute onstant ). Moreover, by a similar argument, jI j � k with probabilitylarger than 1=2. This proves the existene of a set I satisfying the assumptionsof the lemma.Proof of Theorem 4. We may assume that jT j � 2, " � 1=2, n � 2 andmax(4; exp(4)) � jAj � jT jn, where 0 <  < 1 is the onstant in Lemma1. The �rst step in the proof is to use previous lemma, whih enables one tomake the additional assumption that log jAj � "n=4. Indeed, assume that theonverse inequality holds, and for every pair of distint points x; y 2 A, letS(x; y) � f1; : : : ; ng be the set of oordinates on whih x and y are separated.Put S to be the olletion of the sets S(x; y) and let k be the minimal positiveinteger for whih log jSj � "k. Sine jAj � jSj � jAj2, then"(k � 1) � log jSj � 2 log jAj � 12"n;



whih implies that 1 � k � n. Thus, by Lemma 1 there is a set I � f1; : : : ; ng,jI j = k, with the property that every pair of distint points x; y 2 A is separatedon at least "jI j=4 oordinates in I . Also, sine 4 � log jAj � log jSj � "k, then"jI j=4 � 1 and thus jPIAj = jAj. Clearly, to prove the assertion of the theorem forthe set A � Tn, it is suÆient to prove it for the set PIA � T I (with jI j instead ofn), whose ardinality already satis�es log jPIAj = log jAj � "(k�1)=2 � "jI j=4.Therefore, we an assume that jAj = exp(�n) with � > " for some absoluteonstant .The next step in the proof is a ounting argument, whih is based on theproof of Lemma 3.3 in [1℄ (see also [3℄).A set is alled a ube if it is of the form D� = Qi2�fai; big, where � is asubset of f1; : : : ; ng and ai; bi 2 T . We will be interested only in large ubes,whih are the ubes in whih ai and bi are separated for all i 2 �. Given a setB � Tn, we say that a ube D� embeds into B if D� � P�B. Note that if a largeube D� with j�j � v embeds into B then VC(B) � v.For all m � 2, n � 1 and 0 < " � 1=2, let t"(m;n) denote the maximalnumber t suh that for every set B � Tn, jBj = m, whih satis�es the separationondition we imposed (that is, every distint points x; y 2 B are separated on atleast "n oordinates), there exist t large ubes that embed into B. If no suh Bexists, we set t"(m;n) to be in�nite. The number of possible large ubes D� forj�j � v is smaller thanPvk=1 �nk�jT j2k, as for every � of ardinality k there are lessthan jT j2k possibilities to hoose D� . Therefore, if t"(jAj; n) � Pvk=1 �nk�jT j2k,there exists a large ube D� for some j�j � v that embeds into A, implying thatVC(A) � v. Thus, to prove the theorem, it suÆes to estimate t"(m;n) frombelow. To that end, we will show that for every n � 2, m � 1 and 0 < " � 1=2,t"(2m � jT j2="; n) � 2t"(2m;n� 1): (10)Indeed, �x any set B � Tn of ardinality jBj = 2m � jT j2=", whih satis�es theseparation ondition above. If no suh B exists then t"(2m � jT j2="; n) =1, and(10) holds trivially. Split B arbitrarily into m � jT j2=" pairs, and denote the setof the pairs by P . For eah pair (x; y) 2 P let I(x; y) � f1; : : : ; ng be the set ofthe oordinates on whih x and y are separated, and note that by the separationondition, jI(x; y)j � "n.Let i0 be the random oordinate, that is, a random variable uniformly dis-tributed in f1; : : : ; ng. The expeted number of the pairs (x; y) 2 P for whihi0 2 I(x; y) isE X(x;y)2P 1fi02I(x;y)g = X(x;y)2P Pfi0 2 I(x; y)g � jPj � " = mjT j2:Hene, there is a oordinate i0 on whih at least mjT j2 pairs (x; y) 2 P areseparated. By the pigeonhole priniple, there are at least mjT j2=�jT j2 � � 2mpairs (x; y) 2 P for whih the (unordered) set fx(i0); y(i0)g is the same.Let I = f1; : : : ; ng n fi0g. It follows that there are two subsets of B, denotedby B1 and B2, suh that jB1j = jB2j = 2m andB1 � fb1g � T I ; B2 � fb2g � T I



for some separated points b1; b2 2 T . Clearly, the set B1 satis�es the separationondition and so does B2. It is also lear that if a large ube D� embeds into B1,then it also embeds into B, and the same holds for B2. Moreover, if the same ubeD� embeds into both B1 and B2, then the large ube fb1; b2g�D� embeds intoB (sine fb1; b2g�D� � Pfi0g[�B). Therefore, t"(jBj; n) � 2t "nn�1 (jB1j; n� 1) �2t"(jB1j; n� 1), establishing (10).Sine t"(2; n) � 1, an indution argument yields that t"(2(jT j2=")r; n) � 2rfor every r � 1. Thus, for every m � 4t"(m;n) � m 12 log(jT j2=") :(It is remarkable that the right hand side does not depend on n). Therefore,VC(A) � v provided that v satis�est"(jAj; n) � exp� �n2 log(jT j2=")� � vXk=1�nk�jT j2k: (11)To estimate v, one an bound the right-hand side of (11) using Stirling's approx-imation Pvk=1 �nk� � [(1� )1� ℄�n, where  = v=n � 1=2. It follows that forv � n=2, Pvk=1 �nk�jT j2k � ( jT jnv )2v . Taking logarithms in (11), we seek integersv � n=2 satisfying that �n2 log(jT j2=") � 2v log� jT jnv �:This holds if v � �� �nlog(jT j2=")�.8 log�4jT j log(jT j2=")� � ;proving our assertion sine � > ".Corollary 1. Let n � 2 and p � 2 be integers, set 0 < " < 1 and q > 0.Consider a set A � f1; : : : ; pgn suh that for every two distint points x; y 2 A,jx(i)� y(i)j � q for at least "n oordinates i. Thenlog jAj � C log2(p=") � VC(A; q):Proof. We an assume that q � 1. De�ne the following quasi-metri on T =f1; : : : ; pg: d(a; b) = (0 if ja� bj < q;1 otherwise.Then N(A; dn; ") = jAj. By Theorem 3, log jAj � C log2(p=") � VCd(A); whihompletes the proof by the de�nition of the metri d.



Now we pass from the disrete setting to the \ontinuous" one - namely,we study subsets of Bn1. Reall that the Minkowski sum of two onvex bodiesA;B � Rn is de�ned as A+B = fa+ bj a 2 A; b 2 Bg.Corollary 2. For every A � Bn1, 0 < t < 1 and 0 < " < 1,logN(A;pnBn2 ; t) � C log2(2=t") �VC(A+ "Bn1; t=2):Proof. Clearly, we may assume that " � t=4. Put p = 12" and letT = f�2"p;�2"(p� 1); : : : ;�2"; 0; 2"; : : : ; 2"(p� 1); 2"pg:Sine t � " > 3t=4, then by approximation one an �nd a subset A1 � Tn forwhih A1 � A + "Bn1 and N(A1;pnBn2 ; t � ") � N(A;pnBn2 ; t). Therefore,there exists a subset A2 � A1 of ardinality jA2j � N(A;pnBn2 ; t), whih is3t4 pn-separated with respet to the k � k2-norm. Note that every two distintpoints x; y 2 A2 satisfy that Pni=1 jx(i) � y(i)j2 � (9t2=16)n � t2n=2 and thatjx(i)�y(i)j2 � 4 for all i. Hene jx(i)�y(i)j � t=2 on at least t2n=16 oordinatesi. By orollary 1 applied to A2, log jA2j � C log2(2=t") � VC(A2; t=2); and sineA2 � A1 � A+ "Bn1, our laim follows.From this we derive the entropy estimate (1).Corollary 3. There exists an absolute onstant C suh that for any onvex bodyK � Bn1 and every 0 < t < 1,logN(K;pnBn2 ; t) � C log2(2=t) �VC(K; t=4):Proof. This estimate follows from Corollary 2 by seleting " = t=4 and reallingthe fat that for every onvex body K � Rn and every 0 < b < a,VC(K + bBn1; a) � VC(K; a� b):The latter inequality is a onsequene of the de�nition of the VC-dimensionand the observation that if 0 < b < a are suh that aBn1 � K + bBn1, then(a� b)Bn1 � K.Note that Corollary 2 and Corollary 3 an be extended to the ase where theovering numbers are omputed with respet to n1=pBnp for 1 < p < 1, thusestablishing the omplete laim in (1).3 Fat-shattering dimension and EntropyTurning to the ase of funtion lasses, we will show that one an obtain empirialentropy bounds in terms of the fat-shattering dimension.Let F � B�L1(
)� and �x a set sn 2 
. For every f 2 F let f=sn =Pni=1 f(xi)ei 2 F=sn. Reall that, kf�gkL2(�n) = kf=sn�g=snkpnBn2 , implyingthat for every t > 0, N�F;L2(�n); t� = N�F=sn;pnBn2 ; t�. Also, observe thatfor any t > 0,VC�F=sn + t8Bn1; t2� � fat t4 �F=sn + t8Bn1� � fat t8 (F=sn) � fat t8 (F ): (12)



Theorem 5. There is an absolute onstant C suh that for any lass F �B�L1(
)�, any integer n, every empirial measure �n and every t > 0,logN�F;L2(�n); t� � Cfatt=8(F ) log2(2=t):Proof. Let sn = fx1; :::; xng be the points on whih �n is supported, and applyorollary 2 for the set F=sn. We obtain thatlogN(F=sn;pnBn2 ; t) � C log2(2=t) � VC(F=sn + t8Bn1; t=2)and our laim follows from (12).Remark. It is possible to show that this bound is essentially tight. Indeed, �xa lass F � B�L1(
)� and put H(t) = supn sup�n logN�F;L2(�n); t� (that is,the supremum is taken with respet to all the empirial measures supported ona �nite set). By theorem 5, H(t) � Cfat t8 (F ) log2�2=t�. On the other hand itwas shown in [9℄ that H(t) � fat16t(F;
) for some absolute onstant .This uniform entropy estimate gives us the opportunity to prove a resultwhih is important in the ontext of empirial proesses.Empirial overing numbers play a entral role in the theory of empirialproesses. They an be used to haraterize lasses whih satisfy the uniformlaw of large numbers (see [4℄ or [18℄ for a detailed disussion). Indeed, if F �B�L1(
)� then F satis�es the uniform law of large numbers if and only ifsup�n logN�F;L2(�n); "� = o(n) for every " > 0, where the supremum is takenwith respet to all empirial measures supported on at most n elements of 
. In[1℄ it was shown that F � B�L1(
)� satis�es the uniform law of large numbersif and only if fat"(F ) <1 for every " > 0.Another important appliation of overing numbers estimates is the analysisof the uniform entral limit property.De�nition 2. Let F � B�L1(
)�, set P to be a probability measure on 
and assume GP to be a gaussian proess indexed by F , whih has mean 0 andovariane EGP (f)GP (g) = Z fgdP � Z fdP Z gdP:A lass F is alled a universal Donsker lass if for any probability measure Pthe law GP is tight in `1(F ) and �Pn = n1=2(Pn � P ) 2 `1(F ) onverges in lawto GP in `1(F ).A property stronger than the universal Donsker property is the uniform Donskerproperty. For suh lasses, �Pn onverges to GP uniformly in P in some sense.A detailed disussion on uniform Donsker lasses is beyond the sope of thisartile. We refer the reader to [5℄ or [4℄ for additional information.It is possible to show that the uniform Donsker property is onneted toestimates on overing numbers [4℄.



Theorem 6. Let F � B�L1(
)�. IfZ 10 supn sup�n qlogN�F;L2(�n); "� d" <1;then F is a uniform Donsker lass.Having this entropy ondition in mind, it is natural to try to �nd overingnumbers estimates whih are \dimension free", that is, do not depend on thesize of the sample. In the Boolean ase, suh bounds where �rst obtained byDudley (see [8℄ Theorem 14.13), and then improved by Haussler [6, 18℄ whoshowed that for any empirial measure �n and any Boolean lass F ,N(F;L2(�); ") � Cd(4e)d"�2d;where C is an absolute onstant and d = VC(F ). In partiular this shows thatevery VC lass is a uniform Donsker lass.We an extend Dudley's result from VC lasses to the real valued ase.Corollary 4. If F � B(L1(
)) and R 10 pfatt=8(F ) log 2t dt onverges then Fis a uniform Donsker lass.In partiular this shows that if fat"(F ) is \slightly better" than 1="2, thenF is a uniform Donsker lass.4 Gaussian ComplexitiesThe result we present below improves the main result of M. Talagrand from [15℄.Theorem 7. There are absolute onstants C;  > 0 suh that for every onvexbody K � Bn1 E � Cpn Z 1E=npVC(K; t) log(2=t)dt;where E = EkPni=1 gieikKÆ, and (ei)ni=1 is the anonial vetor basis in Rn .For the proof, we need a few standard de�nitions and fats from the loaltheory of Banah spaes, whih may be found in [12℄.Given an integer n, let Sn�1 be the unit Eulidean sphere with the normal-ized Lebesgue measure �n, and for every measurable set A � Rn denote byvol(A) its Lebesgue measure in Rn . For a onvex body K in Rn , put MK =RSn�1 kxkK d�n(x) and let M�K denote MKÆ , where KÆ is the polar of K. Re-all that for any two onvex bodies K and L, M�K+L � M�K +M�L. Urysohn'sinequality states that � vol(K)vol(Bn2 )�1=n �M�K .Next, put `(K) = EkPni=1 gieikK , where (gi)ni=1 are independent standardgaussian random variables and (ei)ni=1 is the anonial basis of Rn . It is wellknown that `(K) = npnMK , where n < 1 and n ! 1 as n!1. Reall that



by Dudley's inequality (see [14℄) there is an absolute onstant C0 suh that forevery onvex body K ,̀(KÆ) � C1 Z 10 qlogN(K;Bn2 ; ") d":It is possible to slightly improve Dudley's inequality using an additionalvolumetri argument. This observation is due to A. Pajor, and we omit its proof.Lemma 2. There exist absolute onstants C and  suh that for any set K � Rn`(KÆ) � C Z 1M�K qlogN(K;Bn2 ; ") d":Proof of Theorem 7. By Lemma 2, there exist absolute onstants C and suh that E = `(KÆ) � C Z 1E=pnqlogN(K;Bn2 ; t) dt:Sine K � Bn1 � pnBn2 , the integrand vanishes for all t � pn. Therefore,hanging the integration variable and using Corollary 3,E � C Z pnE=pnqlogN(K;Bn2 ; t) dt = Cpn Z 1E=nqlogN(K;n1=2Bn2 ; t) dt� Cpn Z 1E=npV C(K; t) log(2=t) dt;as laimed.In a similar way to theorem 7 one an obtain the following:Theorem 8. There are absolute onstants C and  for whih the following holds.Let F be a lass of funtions whih are all bounded by 1, set sn = fx1; :::; xng tobe a sample and let Gn = n�1=2 supf2F jPni=1 gif(xi)j. Then,Gn � C Z �F (sn)G=pn pfatt(F ) log(2=t) dt; (13)where �2F (sn) = n�1Pni=1 f2(xi) and �n is the empirial measure supported onsn.To omplement this result, let us mention another one of Talagrand's results,whih enables one to estimate the expetation of �2F when sn is seleted randomlyaording to an underlying probability measure.Lemma 3. [16℄ There is an absolute onstant C suh that for any lass F offuntions bounded by 1,E� supf2F nXi=1 f2(Xi) � n�2 + CE supf2F �� nXi=1 gif(Xi)��;where (Xi) are independent, distributed aording to � and �2 = supf2F E�f2.



Results of the nature of theorem 8 ombined with lemma 3 were used to ob-tain estimates or the \loallized" gaussian averages in [10, 11℄ to obtain improvedomplexity estimates for various learning problems.5 Appliation: Bn1-entropyIn this setion we prove estimate (2), whih improves the main ombinatorialresult in [1℄. Our result an be equivalently stated as follows.Theorem 9. Let K � Bn1 be a onvex body, set t > 0 and put v = VC(K; t=8).Then, logN(K;Bn1; t) � Cv � log2(n=tv); (14)where C is an absolute onstant.This estimate should be ompared with the Sauer-Shelah lemma for subsetsof the Boolean ube f0; 1gn. It says that if A � f0; 1gn then for v = VC(K) wehave jAj � �n0�+ �n1�+ : : :+ �nv�, so thatlog jAj � 2v � log(n=v)(and note that, of ourse, jAj = N(K;Bn1; t) for all 0 < t < 1=2).We redue the proof of (9) to an appliation of the Bnp -entropy estimate(1). As a start, note that for p = logn, Bn1 � n1=pBnp � eBn1. Therefore, anappliation of (1) for this value of p yieldslogN(K;Bn1; t) � Cv � log2(n=t);whih is slightly worse than (14).To dedue (14) we need a result that ompares the Bn1-entropy to the Bnp -entropy, and whih may be useful in other appliations as well.Lemma 4. There is an absolute onstant  > 0 suh that the following holds.Let A be a subset of Bn1 suh that every two distint points x; y 2 A satisfykx� yk1 � t. Then, for every integer 1 � k � n=2, there exists a subset A0 � Aof ardinality jA0j � �nk��1(t)k jAj;with the property that every two distint points in A0 satisfy that jx(i)� y(i)j �t=2 for at least k oordinates i.Proof. We an assume that 0 < t < 1=8. Set s = t=2. The separation as-sumption imply that N(A;Bn1; s) � jAj. Denote by Dk the set of all pointsx in Rn for whih jx(i)j � 1 on at most k oordinates i. One an see thatN(A;Dk; s) = N(A; sDk; 1) = N(A; sDk \3Bn1; 1). Then, by the submultiplia-tive property of the overing numbers,N(A;Bn1; s) � N(A; sDk \ 3Bn1; 1) �N�sDk \ 3Bn1; Bn1; s�� N(A; sDk; 1) �N�sDk \ 3Bn1; Bn1; s�: (15)



To bound the seond term, write Dk asDk = [j�j=k �R� + (�1; 1)��;where the union is taken with respet to all subsets � � f1; : : : ; ng and � is theomplement of �. Thus,sDk \ 3Bn1 = [j�j=k �3B�1 + (�s; s)��:Denote by N 0(A;B; t) the number of translates of tB by vetors in A needed toover A. Therefore,N�sDk \ 3Bn1; Bn1; s� � Xj�j=kN�3B�1 + (�s; s)� ; Bn1; s�� Xj�j=kN 0(3B�1; Bn1; s):The latter inequality holds beause any over of 3B�1 by translates of sBn1automatially overs 3B�1 + (�s; s)� . Hene, for some absolute onstant C,N�sDk \ 3Bn1; Bn1; s� � �nk�N 0(3Bk1; Bk1; s)� �nk�(C=s)kby a omparison of the volumes, and by (15) we obtainN(A;Dk; s) � �nk��1(s)kN(A;Bn1; s) � �nk��1(t)k jAj;from whih the statement of the lemma follows by the de�nition of Dk.Proof of Theorem 9. Fix 0 < t < 1, and de�ne � by logN(K;Bn1; t) =exp(�n). Hene, there exists a set A � K of ardinality jAj = exp(�n), whereevery two distint points x; y 2 A satisfy that kx� yk1 � t. Applying Lemma4 we obtain a subset A0 � A � K of ardinalityjA0j � �nk��1(t)ke�n;suh that for every two distint points in A0, jx(i) � y(i)j � t=2 on at least koordinates i. Seleting k = �nlog(2=t�) we see that jA0j � e�n=2.The proof is ompleted by disretizing A0 and applying Corollary 1 withp = 4=t and " = k=n in the same manner as we did in the previous setion.Therefore �n=2 = log jA0j � C log2 �4ntk � � VC(A0 + (t=4)Bn1; t=2)� C log2(1=t�) �VC(K; t=4);and thus �n �  log2(n=tv) � v; as laimed.
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